Abstract. This paper tackles problems where attribute selection is not only able to choose a few features but also to achieve a low performance classification in terms of accuracy compared to the full attribute set. Correlation-based feature selection (CFS) has been set as the baseline attribute subset selection due to its popularity and high performance. Around hundred data sets have been collected and submitted to CFS; then the problems fulfilling simultaneously the conditions: a) a number of selected attributes lower than six and b) a percentage of selected attributes lower than a forty per cent, have been tested onto two directions. Firstly, in the scope of data selection at the feature level, some options proposed in a prior work as well as an advanced contemporary approach have been conducted. Secondly, the data-preprocessed and initial problems have been tested with some sturdy classifiers. Moreover, this work introduces a new taxonomy of feature selection according to the solution type and the followed way to compute it. The test bed comprises seven problems, three out of them report a single selected attribute, another one with two extracted features and the three remaining data sets with four or five retained attributes, all of them by CFS; additionally, the feature set is between six and twenty nine and the complexity of the problems, in terms of classes, fluctuates between two and twenty one, throwing averages of sixteen and around five for both aforementioned properties. The contribution concluded that the advanced procedure is suitable for problems where only one or two attributes are selected by CFS; for data sets with more than two selected features the baseline method is preferable to the advanced one, although the considered feature ranking method achieved intermediate results.
Introduction
Data pre-processing [15] is a major step inside CRISP-DM (CRoss Industry Standard Process for Data Mining, [17] ) which is by its part integrated into Data Engineering [4] . Pre-processing aims at transforming the raw input data into an appropriate format for subsequent analysis [2] ; because of the many ways data can be collected and store, data pre-processing is perhaps the most laborious and time-consuming [15] step in the overall CRISP-DM process.
This paper addresses the scenario reached when Correlation-based Feature Selection is able to only extract a few attributes and goals to mitigate this problem via proposing a new feature selection method as well as using contemporary strategies. The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 provides a brief background. Section details the proposed procedure. Section 4 explains the experimentation via the algorithms, data preparation methods and their setting. Section 5 details and analyses the results. Finally, Section 6 states the conclusions
Background
The motivation to reduce the dimensionality of the feature space is closely related to the decreased time required to double information in the world every year. Surveys on feature selection methods can be found in [9] . The aim of feature selection is to find a subset of the attributes from the original set which are representative enough for the data, and the attributions in the subset are highly relevant to the prediction.
There are three basic models in feature selection: Filter, Wrapper and Hybrid model. In the Filter model the most popular independent criteria are consistency measures, distance measures, correlation measures and information measures. The Wrapper model is divided into two steps, but with strong interaction between the feature selection phase and the learning phase, where the results of the prediction are used as a criterion of feature choice. Hybrid methods have been proposed to reduce features in classification by combining the advantages of the two previous methods.
The proposed approach
This contribution introduces a new possibility in the classical taxonomy of feature selection according to the generation procedure which is inherently tied to the solution type. The traditional options are feature ranking and feature subset selection. Supported by the concept of logical complement which is a very convenient operator in the branch of logic, the category of extended Feature Subset Selection (eFSS) is proposed, which comprises the combination of features that are extracted both the application of feature subset selection with the initial feature set and those features retained from the logical complement of the prior feature selection, i.e., the features which have not been selected from the first step of feature selection. Basically, the new type of method is the application of a particular method of feature subset selection more than once with feature spaces overlapped partially. Figure 1 depicts the whole taxonomy of feature selection according to the operation mode as well as the solution type.
The current paper addresses how to cope with data sets where feature subset selection based on correlation only select a few attributes. Particularly, we focus on CFS method which is one the most outstanding methods in the data mining research. CFS may fail to select relevant features, however, when data contains strongly interacting features or features with values predictive of a small area of the instance space. Sometimes, CFS may retain a number of attributes lower or equal than five. A problem which described by one attribute and the label class may be thought not to be very interesting in terms of predictability; if for any unseen sample we need only one property to distinguish the class, two possible scenarios may happen: the first means that we are dealing with a very simple problem or the second represents an inaccurate application of feature selection. The reason which motivates us is the analysis of the complementary reduced set. After the application of the second step of feature subset selection on the negation reduced set, some extra features may be considered as relevant. In this way, we are dividing the search space and separating some potential interacting attributes. Moreover, instead of keeping a stand alone in the feature subset methods, the feature ranking approaches may be very suitable for the scenarios where FSS only retains a few attributes. Concretely, under this context the method ReliefF(-k ) [13] -also named as Leave-k -out ReliefF-showed to be a good tool in the sense that some previous experiments where conducted and the behaviour was very acceptable. The values for k needed to be determined empirically, although the preliminary study is now very useful because we can compare a new method with one already published and initially tuned. The scope of this paper considers problems where feature subset selection via CFS is only able to choose between one and five features and additionally that the percentage of selected attributes is below a forty per cent. The last factor is taken into account to avoid especially data sets where the percentage of selected attributes is not in the range from almost the half feature set up to a close value to the whole feature set. Returning to the idea of applying a feature subset selection more than once, in a very paper we proposed a similar method to characterise the features as essential and important; nonetheless the scope is different because our purpose was to establish different levels in the pyramid of features according to the importance and also to assess the synergy that may be created from the interaction between essential and important features [12] . We deep more into eFSS in the context of CFS and we propose the method extended Correlation-based Feature Selection (eCFS) which is an extension of the original CFS method, a very prolific procedure which was introduced 20 years ago by Mark A. Hall [8] . 
Experimentation
Several classifiers have been used to assess the current proposal. The machine learning algorithms, which have been chosen, belong to different typologies according to the way to represent the knowledge. As decision tree learner, the classifier is C4.5 [10] which is an extension of the popular ID3 algorithm [11] , one the classical approaches inside Artificial Intelligence. As lazy learning method, the candidate 1NN [1] which is a subtype of the algorithm k-nearest neighbours [5] . PART (PARTial Decision Tree) [6] is the option within the methods based on decision rules. Finally, SVM (Support Vector Machines) is a classifier which creates a hyperplane or set of hyper-planes [16] . From the above classifiers, C4.5 and 1NN has been tested traditionally in the scope of feature selection in several works such as a PhD Theses [8] or surveys [3] ; additionally, the two aforementioned methods as well as the classifiers PART and SVM have been tested in a personal review about feature selection which was dated in 2016 [14] .
As feature selection methods, we have considered CFS and ReliefF(-k) as the baseline procedures. ReliefF(-k) is based on the Weka implementation of ReliefF. The current proposal took CFS as the supporting and hence has been also implemented under the Weka (Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis) framework [7] which is an open source software created and maintained by the University of Waikato in New Zealand. For the classifiers we have conducted all the experiments with the default values since these are the recommendation of the own authors of the algorithms. Table 1 describes the setting of the attribute selection methods as well as some remarkable properties available in the implementations provided by the workbench Weka.
The test bed includes seven data sets available at the repository maintained by the University of California at Irvine which has been partitioned following a stratified hold-out procedure with three and one quarters, respectively for the training and testing sets. Table 2 gives count about the problems along with its properties; the rows are sorted in ascendent order for the number of features selected and then the number of labels. 
Results
This section reports the results which are measured in test accuracy. From the whole test-bed two different scenarios have been created to characterise, follow and understand the proposal. Firstly, we show the results for data sets where CFS extracts one or two features. Secondly, problems, where CFS retain more than two attributes and up to five, are analysed. Table 3 details the results in the landscape where the final feature set after CFS comprises one or a couple of attributes. We have represented the results with the full feature set, after CFS as well as some variations of the method ReliefF(-k) -or R(-k) to shorten within the table-and the proposed method eCFS. It is of particular interest to mention that the alternative/s where chosen as where proposed as the recommendation is a previous contribution published in 2017. Moreover, in specific cases an extra alternative has been considered to compared the performance of eCFS, an eFSS method, with a solution with the same complexity based on FR such as ReliefF(-k). Just to have a global appearance, we have included a pairwise comparison. We have not represented the ties since there is a good number of them; we have included instead the improvements (+) or the deterioration (-). After the individual results for each problem and classifier, the average is computed to have other kind of value to compare more concretely. As eCFS is and enhanced version of CFS, we have compared the former and the latter, in this order, and the letter B in the row entitled Ind. Avg. (individual average) means that the first method (eCFS) is better than (CFS) in terms of average. The column with the label Summ. includes the wins, ties or losses (W/T/L) and is a very convenient metric to have a qualitative value to compare different approaches. The total row shows the global summation of the below W/T/L values. Going down in the table, we see the global and the partial averages; the first value has been obtained for the methods where all data sets have been assessed and the second one has been computed for the procedures where a subset (of at least two) of the whole test bed has been considered, e.g. R(-2) has been tested with Liver, Lenses and Post-op and hence the partial averages of FULL, CFS and eCFS are useful to compare R(-2) with the competitors in the same situation. After having explained the contents of the table, it is time to provide some insights. eCFS is preferable to CFS in the situation I. By its part, conservative Relief(-k), i.e. ReliefF(-2) in the first three data sets where CFS selected one attribute or ReliefF(-3) for Hypo, is more convenient than eCFS although with a higher computation time since are discarding a couple of three attributes with Relief(-k). Additionally, eCFS gets a better than Relief(-k) with a similar complexity; clearly the advantage of eCFS is that is an almost parameter-free parameter method instead or requiring a very specific setting for different groups of data sets as ReliefF(-k) requires. In terms of classifiers and global results, eCFS is a very convenient option for 1NN, followed by C4.5 and PART with two wins; finally, for SVM only one win is got. Table 4 shows the assessment in data sets where CFS retains four attributes, as in Breast or Smoking, or five features for Primary-tumor. The meaning of the different columns of the table is exactly as described in the previous table and we do not repeat it due to space issues. Roughly speaking, eCFS is not able to keep, at least, same results as CFS. It represents that for problems where CFS selects more than three attributes is not undoubted that eCFS is better than CFS and a very careful analysis is hence necessary. Exceptionally, in Smoking there is one win and one loss for eCFS compared to CFS; although the average is higher for eCFS, it does not mean a better performance versus CFS as the rank-based methods assert. The good news is that eCFS performs better than Relief(-k) in global terms according to the qualitative values for the problems with four selected features by CFS. Unfortunately, for Primary-tumor the results without feature selection are better than with any dimensionality reduction procedure. It is very important to remind that there are 21 labels and 23 features in this problem which makes it very challenging. We move on to the performance of the different supervised machine learning algorithms. 1NN is the single classifier which takes advantage of eCFS compared to CFS; SVM keeps the same result twice although the third result is a loss. The remaining classifiers do not achieve competitive results and for these problems CFS is more convenient than eCFS.
Conclusions
This paper presented a new category inside the feature selection taxonomy, according to the generation procedure, which has been named eFSS which stands for extended FSS. As an interesting alternative to deal with problems where CFS only selects a few attributes, eCFS has been introduced. It is very noticeable that for data sets where CFS picks up one or two features eCFS is very recommendable. On the contrary, for problems where CFS retains more than two features and up to five, eCFS is only a more convenient approach than ReliefF(-k) even with the fine-tuning for k parameter; nonetheless in this situation CFS is preferable to eCFS since a lower feature set is achieved and the performance is not always worse. Summ. is a summary which is expressed as W/T /L Alt. represents an alternative + means improvement and − means deterioration.
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